A year on from the Mumbai massacre, the British survivors tell t...
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'We were marching up the stairs as though
marching to our deaths', British survivors
recall horror of Mumbai terrorist attacks
By Phil Craig
UPDATED: 17:19 GMT, 21 November 2009

Terror has struck London, Madrid, Bali and a hundred other places since the horrors of 9/11.
The attacks have often followed a pattern: a sudden and devastating explosion, unleashed at random and annihilating
scores of victims in the blink of an eye.
But the bloody attacks on Mumbai a year ago were different.
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The Taj Hotel (l) and the Oberoi Hotel (r) were targeted during the 2008 attacks

They unfolded over hours and days, enabling some of the intended victims to change their fate.
In many cases, they couldn't do much: hide in a cupboard; send and receive a text; slip quietly out of a window.
But their efforts were all too often the difference between life and death.
It was these individual struggles for survival that grabbed my attention as I watched from the safety of my living room in
Britain as two long and bloody sieges developed at the luxury Taj and Oberoi hotels.
The stories coming out of those two grand buildings were truly terrifying.
There were reports of the gunmen searching for their victims room by room, knocking on doors pretending to be the
police, as the hunted did their best to escape.
How would I cope, I wondered, if I were caught up in such a deadly game of cat and mouse?
Alex Chamberlen, 38, found himself in just that situation.

'Frozen with fear, I could hear gunfire and grenades'
On the night of the attacks, November 26, Alex was enjoying dinner with his Indian friend, Rohinton Maloo, at the
fashionable Oberoi hotel restaurant.
Among other things, they discussed the idea of Alex taking on a dream job, working for the website of cricket's Indian
Premier League.
After they had finished eating, Alex phoned his girlfriend, Sara Hellberg, back in Britain. Only seconds later, he heard a
series of loud bangs just outside the restaurant.
Rohinton told him the bangs were probably just fireworks, a common tradition at local weddings. But Alex already
suspected the worst.
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'I just knew they were gunshots,' he says.

One of the gunmen was photographed at the Chatrapathi Sivaji Terminal railway station in Mumbai, on November 26th

The waiters told everyone to keep calm, and for a few seconds they did. But then a woman burst into the restaurant with
blood pouring down her body.
There was more gunfire, and this time it was even closer. Alex and Rohinton immediately ran into the kitchen.
'We soon heard shots outside the kitchen - they were shooting in the restaurant,' he says. 'We hid behind a counter and
were joined by another eight or so people.
'Rohinton and I made phone calls: he called his wife; I called my girlfriend again.'
At first, they thought it might be a gun battle between drug lords. But where were the police? They were nowhere to be
seen.
In fact, the local security forces were over-run.
Heavily armed Pakistani militants from the extremist group Lashkar-e-Taiba were striking targets across the city - and
India's only trained anti-terrorism unit was a thousand miles away.

The order came: 'Kill them all, except the Muslims'

For now, at least, the people cowering in the kitchen were on their own.
And then the door of the kitchen slowly swung open - and the muzzle of a gun swept the room.
'The gunman walked in with an AK47 in his hands and suddenly the threat was right there and very present,' says Alex.
'He was just a few feet away from us. He was a young guy, 21 or 22, cleancut and smartly dressed in a blue T-shirt and a
pair of jeans.
'He looked completely focused. He didn't even have to say anything - he just gestured to us to move towards the back of
the kitchen.
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'I'd never thought that a man with a gun could hold so much power. This man could force people to do things without even
having to open his mouth.'

Locals gather around another explosion site near Mumbai airport - cinema halls, a hospital, and Mumbai's main railway
terminus were also targeted

The gunman ushered the group to a door that led onto the Oberoi's fire escape.
From high above, Alex could hear grenades exploding; smoke was pouring into the stairwell.
And then, for the first time, the gunman spoke: 'British and American?' he asked.
'It was clear he was asking us to show our passports,' says Alex. 'So I turned to Rohinton and asked him what I should do.
'He told me to take out a business card and tell him I was Italian.
'My first thought was utterly ridiculous. I remember thinking I can't really speak Italian, so I better tell him I'm from France,
because I'd done my French O-level.'
But then someone's mobile phone rang.
The gunman immediately grabbed it, but the call was enough to distract him from checking the passports.
Instead, he ordered the group to march up the stairwell, which was rapidly filling with smoke.
Even though he'd avoided revealing his nationality, Alex was all too aware that he was in a lethal situation.
'From that moment on, my brain was really in gear - these guys were going to kill us all,' he says.
'I had this feeling that he was going to take us to the roof and just gun everyone down. I was determined to give myself a
chance to get away.'

'The police were as frightened as we were'
By then, there were 20 hostages and they were all being marched silently up the stairs. A woman in front of Alex began to
cry.
'This Oriental woman was sobbing,' says Alex. 'I put my hand on her arm and said: "Don't worry. We're all going to OK."
'In fact, I didn't believe we were going to be OK at all.
'I could hear more gunshots above us and there were grenades going off.
'I looked for signs that someone might be prepared to take on the gunman, but we were just frozen - frozen with fear.
'We were marching up the stairs as though marching to our deaths, paralysed and submissive.'
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Just how much danger Alex was in is clear from the horrific experiences of other Britons that night.
Yacht magnate Andreas Liveras was shot dead in his hiding place in the basement of the Taj hotel, moments after making
a call to the BBC.

A soldier is seen outside the burning Taj Hotel following the attacks

Seven others were injured, including freelance film-maker Will Pike, who broke his spine when he fell 50ft from a window
of the Taj while trying to make his escape.
Businessman Colin Tungate was in a lift at the Oberoi when the Japanese tourist next to him was shot.
He had to drag the man's legs clear so the lift doors would close and he could escape to another floor.
As Alex neared the top of the smoke-filled staircase, the visibility was getting worse and the smoke was beginning to
choke the hostages.
But he had noticed that on every floor a door led off the stairwell into the main hotel corridors.
And as the gunman was some yards behind him, he was out of sight for a few seconds on every turn of the staircase.
'I saw an opportunity to escape and I remember thinking: "Right, this is it!"
'I didn't know what was beyond the door, but I told the person behind me what I was going to do and then just pushed at it.
'In a second, I was off the staircase. The person behind me had followed, but we had no idea whether the gunman had
seen us or not.
'It was as if we were playing a children's game of hide and seek.'
Rather than escaping into one of the hotel's main corridors, however, the pair found themselves in a small, dead-end
space just off the stairwell.
There was a lift, but the call button didn't work, and the only other door was padlocked. If the gunman had spotted them
going through the door, he would be on them in moments - and they would be cornered.
The two men - Alex discovered his new companion was called Rakesh Patel - crouched silently, listening to the footsteps
of the rest of the group as they filed up the stairs.
Had they been spotted? Would they be caught? 'We were just whispering to each other and trying to keep each other
calm and sane,' he says.
It was also getting hard to breathe and Alex tried desperately not to cough because of the danger of attracting attention.
Minutes past and they realised they had escaped - for now. But what next?
'Far from being in a safe place, we were in a very dangerous spot filling up with smoke,' says Alex.
The two men headed back out to the staircase, this time going down.
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They made their way carefully back through the hotel and into the main lobby, which was strewn with dead bodies but,
mercifully, free of gunmen.
Seeing the coast was clear, they sprinted out of the hotel.
On the roof, however, the nightmare scenario Alex had imagined was being played out.
Most of the male hostages were lined up - and then shot dead, including Alex's friend Rohinton.
Then it was the turn of the women.
Confused by what to do with them, the gunmen called their controllers in Pakistan and asked for instructions.
The response, heard by Indian police who were taping the call, was shocking.
'Kill all hostages, except the Muslims,' the controller ordered. 'Keep your phone switched on so we can hear the gunfire.
Kill them.'
Spared because of their faith, Muslim Turkish tourists Seyfi and Meltem Muezzinoglu witnessed what happened next.
'They started shooting at the ladies,' says Meltem. 'I closed my eyes, there was so much shooting.'
Her husband, Seyfi, however, watched it all.
'Three women received so many bullets,' he says. 'But one of them, an older Indian woman, didn't fall down.
'She was standing and smiling. It was rather annoying for the gunmen, as she was smiling and looking at us after having
received so many bullets.
'So the guy put another cartridge in his gun and shot her again.'
When the shooting stopped, Meltem opened her eyes again.
'The Singaporean girl who had been holding my hand earlier was dead. So I told my husband that we should pray for
those who had been killed,' she says.

Army personnel take position in front of the Taj Hotel in Mumbai

And so, amid the carnage of a terrorist attack and right in front of the men responsible for it, the two surviving Muslim
hostages stretched out their arms and began their prayers.
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'We stepped forward, opened our hands and said our prayers out loud,' says Seyfi.
'And you know what happened? One of the gunmen was staring at us with big eyes. He didn't believe it and started
looking at the floor.
'We spoke our prayers in Arabic, and we spoke them loud, hand in hand in front of those bodies.'
Saved by his moment of bravery on the stairs, Alex Chamberlen was outside the Oberoi hotel.
'There were a few police, as frightened as we were, standing around on the street,' he says.
'But no one really had a clue what they were doing and so I yelled at them. "You've got to get in there," I screamed. "There
are people being killed, you've got guns, you're not going to do any good standing here on the street."
'But there was no organised response whatsoever.'
It would take many hours for Alex to discover that Rohinton had been brutally gunned down on the roof of the hotel.
'His fate was on my mind for most of the night.
'I was somehow hoping that he would be all right because he was Indian and maybe they were only really interested in
Westerners. I was hoping and praying.
'But sadly he was not OK - he was one of the ones who was murdered just a flight above where I left the staircase. It's just
so senseless and tragic.'
The terrorists' plan was best summed up in another intercepted phone call that night.
'When this is over, there will be much more fear in the world,' a well-educated voice from Pakistan told the killers.
This cold-blooded view is no surprise to Seyfi Muezzinoglu, who saw the killers close up.
'Their only plan was to kill as many as possible,' he says.
But Alex is determined not to let his terrifying experience ruin his life - or his love of India.
He has since married Sara, whom he called from the hotel kitchen, and is still working for the Indian Premier League.
'I have returned to Mumbai and have even been back to the Oberoi.
'I haven't laid all my ghosts to rest, but I wanted to prove I could do it and I wasn't afraid,' he says.
Twelve months after the terrorist atrocities in Mumbai, that is an achievement to be celebrated.
• Phil Craig's film Terror Attack: Mumbai is broadcast on November 25 on More Four at 10pm.
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